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2019 Sales and Charters 
 
Marcon International is pleased to report 27 sales and charters completed so far this year – ten barges and 
seventeen vessels. The last couple of weeks of the decade was a busy time at Marcon International, Inc. of 
Coupeville, Washington. Many owners and operators were looking to conclude their transactions before the end of 
the year – especially where tugs were concerned. Some Owners were successful, but a few regretfully did not 
make it under the wire.  Sales of five vessels and barges are still pending and expected to close shortly. 

 
On the low horsepower end of the market, private Canadian buyers 
purchased the 150HP, U.S. flag, single screw tug “National” (ex-Buckeye 
State) from New York Sellers. The 42.0’ x 12.4’ x 6.6’ depth / 5.0’ draft tug 
was originally built in 1951 by Equitable 
Equipment Co. of New Orleans, Louisiana for 
Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Co. of Oak 
Brook, Illinois. After passing through the hands 
of a number of marine construction and dive 
companies she was inherited by the seller. The 
steel hull tug is powered by a single GM6-71NA 
diesel developing 150BHP at 1,800RPM, with an 

Allison 3:1 gear and fixed pitch prop. Tug’s electrical power is provided by a single 15kW 
Onan 120vAC diesel generator.  Towing gear consisted of just a double tow bitt aft, but 
she looked like a traditional work boat of another era. Marcon acted as sole broker in the 
sale of this fine, sixty-eight year old, little tug which I will refer to as a “classic” vs. 
“vintage” tug as it is four years younger than me. 
 

Definitely much newer and with a lot more horsepower, tank barge operator, 
Kirby Corp. of Houston, Texas sold their U.S. flag, twin screw tug “Arabian 
Sea” to private interests. The 4,800BHP, high foc’stle bow tug was originally 
built in 2008 as the “Barbara C” by Don Church of SeaBoats, Inc. of Fall 
River, Massachusetts as Hull No. 8 for his privately owned and operated 
SeaBoats Incorporated / Tugs Unlimited Inc. of Portsmouth, Rhode Island. 
The 105.0’ x 37.8’ x 19.5’ depth / 16.0’ loaded draft tug is powered by a pair 
of CAT 3516B-HD diesels developing total 4,800BHP at 1,600RPM, 
Massone Marine 7.345:1 gears, ZF shaft brakes and110” x 84” 4-blade 
props on 8” shafts. Ship’s power is provided by three 99kW / John Deere 
6068TFM76 generators and towing gear consists of a single drum Almon 

Johnson 225 winch powered by a John Deere 6068TFM76 diesel. Tankage consists of 102,000g fuel, 1,760g lube 
oil, 10,000g potable water and 77,271g ballast water. In 2011, K-Sea Transportation, headquartered in New 
Brunswick, New Jersey and at the time operator of one of the largest U.S. coastwise tank barge fleets, acquired the 
“Barbara C” when they purchased the assets of SeaBoats Inc. to support their transportation of refined petroleum 
products. Shortly thereafter, Kirby Corporation acquired K-Sea Transportation 
Partners in a transaction valued at approx. US$ 604 million. K-Sea then 
became a wholly owned subsidiary of Kirby and the tug was renamed the 
“Arabian Sea”. Kirby Corporation, with their 1,065 inland (23.7 million barrels 
capacity) and 49 coastal tank barges (4.7 million barrels), is the nation’s 
largest domestic tank barge operator transporting bulk liquid products 
throughout the Mississippi River System, on the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, 
coastwise along all three United States coasts and in Alaska and Hawaii. Kirby 
transports petrochemicals, black oil, refined petroleum products and 
agricultural chemicals by tank barge. Marcon acted as sole broker in the sale 
and has represented both the buyer in seller in previous transactions.  
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The 223.0’ oceanographic research vessel “Kaimikai-O-
Kanaloa”, has been sold by the University of Hawaii to private 
foreign buyers. The vessel originally started out as the highly 
sophisticated 185’ x 38.0’ x 16.0’ depth, SCR Diesel Electric 
powered geophysical research / seismic vessel “Western 
Strait” built by Mangone Shipbuilding Co. of Houston, Texas in 
1979 as Hull 126. At that time, “Western Strait” joined Western 
Geophysical Company’s fleet of some 30 vessels engaged in 
offshore research throughout the world. The SCR Diesel 
Electric propulsion system supplied power from two 
GM16V149TI diesels, each driving a 1,100kW Kato AC 
generator to two Westinghouse 1,000HP DC motors. The ship 
had a range of abt. 11,500 nautical miles and working 

endurance of 38 days. Quarters were provided for 39 geophysical personnel and crew. Her first assignment was in 
South American waters and she operated worldwide under the Panamanian registry until the time of the last big 
industry down-turn in mid-1980s when she was laid up.  
 
University of Hawaii purchased the vessel in 1988 – 89 and 
in 1991 – 93, the ship was lengthened from her original 
length to 220’ by installation of a mid-body section at Bender 
Shipyard in Mobile, Alabama. At this time she was converted 
to a multi-purpose oceanographic research vessel and 
primary mother ship for two dedicated deep-diving Pisces 
manned submersibles operated by the University of Hawaii 
(not included in sale). “Western Strait” was renamed 
“Kaimikai-O-Kanaloa” and promptly became commonly 
known as the “KOK”. The ship was classed with the 
American Bureau of Shipping and reflagged to U.S. registry. 
Over 1,050ft2 of space was provided in four separate 
laboratories and over 3,000ft2 of exterior working space was 
available on the aft main deck, aft 01 deck and hanger. A 4m 
x 4m moon pool with a remotely operated 9ft2 platform and support cabling allowed for simultaneous trans-hull 

deployment of up to four separate acoustic transceivers. 
Endurance was increased to 50 days (food / stores / fresh 
water) and with her 98,000g fuel capacity her range 
increased to 15,000nm. “KOK” operated out of Honolulu, 
Hawaii throughout the Pacific for the past two decades with 
14 crew and 17 scientific personnel plus two University of 
Hawaii 
technicians. 
University of 
Hawaii (UH) 
Marine 

Operations are coordinated by the UH School of Ocean and Earth 
Science and Technology’s (SOEST) UH Marine Center at Pier 35 in 
Honolulu Harbor. Many of the research cruises and marine operations 
are done in collaboration with other specialized research groups and 
programs at UH. Marcon International, Inc. acted as sole broker in both 
the sale and arranging the 2,000nm tow on for the buyers. Over the 
past 38 years Marcon has brokered the sale or charter of 38 research / 
survey and 19 seismic vessels worldwide.  
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TradeWinds Towing’s 3,800HP tug “Rachel” (ex-Challenger, Kinsman 

Challenger, Edie Stephens, Esther St. Philip, Offshore Endeavor, Esther St. 

Philip, Equator) completed a 5,200 plus nautical mile, forty-two day tow from 

Corpus Christi, Texas to the Pacific Northwest. The 110.0’ x 31.0’ x 17.2’ depth, 

twin screw tug was originally built in 1976 by Allied Shipyard, Inc. of Larose, 

Louisiana as Hull No. 151 for United Tugs Inc. of Belle Chasse, Louisiana. The 

raised foc’stle bow tug worked over thirty-five years for companies such as US 

United Ocean Services LLC, St. Philip’s Coastal Towing, Gulfcoast Transit, Bay 

Transportation, Hvide Marine and Seabulk Towing Services before being 

purchased by TradeWinds in 2011. The 44.59st bollard pull tug was re-powered 

by twin CAT 3516B diesels in 2014 and is fitted with Reintjes 6.8:1 gears driving 93”x 80” 4-blade stainless steel 

props in kort nozzles. Towing gear consists of an Intercon DD200 double 

drum winch with 2,000’ and 1,800’ of 2” wire, 275’ of 3.25” diameter / 10” 

circumference Amsteel Blue Spectra line, a bow capstan for barge handling, 

and a full complement of towing hawsers, shackles, wire bridles and portable 

running lights in addition to two 3” diesel driven portable salvage pumps, a 

welding machine and two line-throwing guns. Tankage consists of 86,000g 

fuel, 1,650g lube oil and 12,000g potable water. Tug is classed ABS +A1 

Towing, +AMS, Unrestricted Service. TradeWinds Towing and the “Rachel” 

has handled a number of long distance tows for Marcon over the years. 

Marcon acted as sole broker. 

 
The U.S. flag, 4,800HP twin screw, flush-deck, articulated pusher tug “Java Sea” has 
been sold by Kirby Offshore Marine of Houston, Texas to private buyers. The tug was 
originally built by Main Iron Works of Houma, Louisiana as the “Patriot” (Hull 360) - a 
3,000HP, EMD 12-645E6 powered, conventional twin screw tug with a raised 49.3’ 
height of eye pilothouse for Interstate Oil Transportation out of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania which was acquired by Sonat Marine of New York and mated up with 
their 10,700dwt petroleum barge “Sonat 81.” In 1987, Sonat was acquired by Maritrans 
Operating Partnership of Tampa, Florida who operated the 
“Patriot” until 1998 when she was acquired by K-Sea 
Transportation of New Jersey and renamed “Java Sea”. K-
Sea converted the tug to an ATB by fitting a JAK-400 
coupler systems in 2002 and repowered her with the 
present 6-cylinder Wartsila 6L26s and Reintjes 5.56:1 gears 
in Spring 2004. Tug is fitted with four blade fixed pitch props 

in kort nozzles and four flanking and two steering rudders. Ship’s power is provided by 
two 212kW / John Deere 4045 generators. K-Sea was acquired by Kirby in 2011 and 
operated until 2017 when phased out of active service in Seattle, Washington. “Java 
Sea” is classed ABS +A1, Towing Service, +AMS, Unrestricted through September 
2020 and was laid up in active class at the time of the sale. Marcon acted as sole broker 
and represented both buyer and seller in previous transactions.  
 

A 16,574bbl, double-hull inland tank barge has been sold by U.S. Gulf Coast sellers to 

U.S. Great Lakes buyers. The 195.0’ x 50.0’ x 9.4’ depth barge was built in 1981 by St. 

Louis Ship Division of Pott Industries. The barge has a raised cargo trunk, with six 

externally-framed main cargo tanks, three wing voids, a 

raked bow and boxed stern. Barge is U.S. Coast Guard 

certified to carry Grade A and Lower cargoes on Lakes, 

Bays & Sounds and is fitted with a 4,000bbl/hr Blackmer 

deep well cargo pump driven by a GM6-71 diesel. Marcon 

acted as sole broker in the transaction, and has handled numerous purchases over 

the years on behalf of the buyer. Since we opened our doors in 1981, Marcon has 

brokered 102 ocean and 64 inland tank barges totaling respectively 8,174,967bbls and 

1,047,648bbls capacity.  
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“Sea Voyager”, a 7,200HP U.S. flag, twin screw ocean tug was sold by 
Crowley Maritime Services of Seattle, Washington to private buyers. 
Originally built by Equitable Equipment Company of Madisonville, 
Louisiana as the “Joshua T” (photo left), for Nolty J. Theriot Offshore, the 
tug became the “Marine Voyager” in 1983 when acquired by 
International Ocean Service, part of WFI Industries / Marine Power & 
Equipment of Seattle, Washington. She was again briefly renamed 
“Joshua” in 1985 before being transferred by a stroke of a pen when 
Marine Power & Equipment’s parent firm was changed to Unimar 
International. Tug was then renamed “Independent Voyager” and now 

under ownership of United Marine Tug & Barge. In 1992, she was acquired by Crowley Marine Services as one of 
three Sea-Victory class tugs and renamed “Sea Voyager”. The 149.5’ x 40’ x 22’ 
depth, raised foc’stle bow tug is powered by twin EMD 20-645E5 diesels with Lufkin 
5.93:1 gears and 4-blade stainless steel props in kort nozzles giving her a bollard 
pull of abt. 120 short tons ahead. Towing gear consists of an Intercon DD-250 
double drum tow winch with capacity for 3,000’ of 2.25” and 3,500’ of 2.5” wire. 
Tankage consists of 199,727g fuel, 3,350g lube oil and 7,590g fresh water. Tug is 
classed ABS +A1, Towing Service, +AMS, Unrestricted through April 2021 and was 
laid up in active class at the time of the sale. Since our first sale of the 132’ x 32’ x 
12’ depth, U.S. flag, supply boat “Gulf Mariner” in 1986, Marcon has assisted in the 
sale, purchase, or charter of 123 vessels and barges owned by Crowley Maritime. 
 

A 16.7m x 4.8m x 2.2 aluminum hull crewboat has been sold from South American 
sellers to West Coast South American buyers. The 2009 built vessel was built by 
Chesapeake Yachts of Virginia. She is powered by a pair of 600HP Cummins 
QSM11 diesels with ZF 360A 2.25:1 
gears and two three-blade, 32” x 36” 
fixed pitch props on 3” shafts, which 
gives her a maximum speed of abt. 20kn. 
Ship’s power is provided by a single 
25kW Northern Lights diesel generator. 
The 18.2mtdw crewboat has air 
conditioned seating for 20 passengers 
plus crew and can carry about 7.8 tons 
cargo on her 30m2 clear deck aft. 
Tankage consists of 2,000g fuel and 250g potable water. Marcon previously 
handled the sale of this vessel from the shipyard to the present sellers ten years 
ago. This is the second vessel we have sold to buyers. Marcon acted as sole broker 
in both sales of this boat. Marcon has sold 109 crewboats over the last 38 years. 

 
The 1,700BHP, very well maintained, twin screw tug “Teclutsa” was sold to U.S. 
Buyers late last month on private terms. Her dimensions are 88’ x 27’ x 12’ depth, and 
she carries about 35,000g fuel. The 1966 Bollinger Machine built, U.S. flag tug was 
working on the U.S. West Coast in harbor and coastal service up until the time of the 
sale. The tug had been completely refurbished in 2017 - 2018 with installation of 
heavier Reintjes WAV 1050 5.31:1 reduction gears and a new hydraulic steering 
system with fast acting 120 degree rudders. All tanks were blasted down to bare metal 

and coated plus steel renewals brought up to ABS 
Loadline requirements, with a fresh certificate issued in 2017. “Teclutsa” is powered 
by twin CAT D398’s developing a total of 1,700BHP providing 21 tons of bollard pull. 
Towing gear consists of a single drum Almon Johnson tow winch with about 1,800’ x 
1.75” wire capacity plus a newly installed bow winch. Tug was previously known as 
“Tiger”, “Sigfried Tiger”, “Demarco 10”, and was originally built as Hull No. 55, “Gulf 
Tiger” for Gulf Mississippi Marine of Houston, Texas. She was brought out to the 
U.S. West Coast in 1977 by Knappton Towboat Company of Astoria, Oregon, so has 
effectively been a U.S. West Coast boat for most of her working life.  
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Marcon International, Inc. is pleased to announce the private sale of a U.S. 
flag flat deck barge measuring 250.1' loa x 72.0' beam x 14.5' depth x 3.00' 
light draft x 11.2' loaded draft. The barge was built in 1982 by Bergeron 
Shipyard in Braithwaite, Louisiana. The barge was originally built to ABS 
standards with an ocean loadline, but had recently been used in inland 

service with loadline expired. The double 
raked barge is fitted with two longitudinal and 
six transverse bulkheads forming 21 
watertight compartments and has twin towing 
skegs aft. Design deadweight is 5,300st on a clear deck of 12,684 square feet with 
uniform deck strength of 1,500PSF. Marcon acted as sole broker in the transaction. 
Marcon has sold 240 deck barges totaling over one million deadweight tons 
capacity over the last thirty-eight years. 

 
After completion of the sale of the 3,600 dwt, ABS Ocean classed, rock 
dumping barge “DN145” two months ago (see next page), Marcon arranged 
with CMI Offshore Marine Ltd. of Greece for the delivery from Colon, 
Panama to Trinidad on behalf of the barge’s new owners. The 71.1m x 
20.2m x 4.7m depth barge departed Colon on 21st July under tow of the 
105’, 66mt bollard pull Rastar 3200 Class ASD tug “Leo” and safely arrived 
in Trinidad on the 30th. The barge will now undergo some minor repairs and 
modifications before being put to work. DSB Offshore Ltd. of London 
represented tug owners and Marcon International, Inc. represented barge 
owners. This is the third ASD charter arranged this year by Marcon. 
 

Marcon International Inc. is pleased to announce the sale from private US sellers 
to foreign buyers of three clean service, OPA-90 double hull, ocean tank barges 
with individual capacities of 25,000, 81,540 and 82,540 barrels at 98%. All three 
barges were classed ABS +A1 Oil Tank Barge, Unrestricted Service and fitted 
with deep notched sterns which allow the units to be pushed by tugs. Marcon 
acted as sole broker in the transaction and has handled previous transactions for 
both buyer and seller. Over the last 38 years, Marcon has sold 165 tank barges 
with a total capacity of 9,205,815bbl and approx. 1,244,000dwt. 

 
Two private high horsepower, 80 tonne plus bollard pull, ASD tugs were time chartered 
on standby for towage of two offshore drilling rigs on a private & confidential basis. 
Marcon acted as sole broker in the transaction.  
 

Marcon is pleased to announce the sale of the mini offshore supply vessel 
“Genesis I” (ex-Enterprise I, Gulfterra 1, James A. Mears, Force Five, Phyllis 
Briley) from U.S. Gulf Coast owners to Caribbean buyers. The 156.0’ x 38.0’ x 
12.5’ depth OSV was built by Halter Marine, Inc. as Hull 892, and shortly after 
delivery started operating out of Sabine, Texas as the “Force Five”. The 
1,200dwt vessel is a typical small supply boat with about 110’ x 30’ clear deck aft 
and Gulf-style stacks. “Genesis I” was later repowered from her original 
GM16V149NAs to twin CAT 3412 diesels with Twin Disc RM2135 5.17:1 gears 

and fixed pitch four-blade props and maneuverability enhanced by a 280HP / 
GM8V71 bow thruster. Ship’s electrical power is provided by two 75kW / GM6-
71 240/480vAC 3Ph 60Hz generators. The vessel has air conditioned 
accommodations for a total of 14 crew and passengers. “Genesis I” will be 
converted by her new owners to non-oil field trade. Marcon represented the 
buyers, for whom we have handled several previous purchases, and assisted in 
the transaction by KMG Consulting of Louisiana. This was the 182nd offshore 
supply / utility boat sold or chartered by Marcon since we sold the 136’ “Low 
Tide” from Tidewater Marine to Honeywell Marine Systems in 1983. 
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The 3,600 dwt ocean, rock dumping barge “DN145” was purchased by 
Caribbean buyers. The 71.1m x 20.2m x 4.7m depth, Mauritius flagged, flat 
deck barge was built by Yizheng Xin Yang Shipbuilding Co. Ltd. of Jiangsu, 
China in 2008 and is classed by ABS 
with the notation +A1 Barge, 
Unrestricted Service. The heavily built, 
double raked barge is fitted with a 
11.8m x 5m, 125T SWL bow ramp and 

hydraulic cylinder hoisting gantry, 5ft. sidewalls and a 10mt/m2 steel deck, 
plus a 150mm and 20mm steel plate sandwich wear deck for carriage of 

aggregate and stones. Two longitudinal 
and seven transverse bulkheads create 
24 watertight compartments. Hydraulics are provided by a Hatz 2M41 22kW 
power pack. Marcon represented the buyers for whom we have handled 
previous sales and purchases. DSB Offshore Ltd. of London represented 
Sellers. “DN145”, soon to be renamed, is the 152nd ocean deck barge, totaling 
934,080tdw sold or chartered by Marcon over the last 38 years.  

 
As part of a continuing program to update its conventional towing fleet, Kirby Offshore 
Marine of Houston, Texas sold its 3,900BHP twin screw ocean tug “Sea Hawk” to private US 
interests for continued service on the US West Coast. The vessel had worked the US West 
Coast and Pacific Northwest for some 18 years after being built for Allied Transportation of 
Norfolk, Virginia in 1978 by Modern Marine Power, Inc. of Houma, Louisiana as Hull No. 21. 
Sea Coast Towing of Seattle acquired the tug in 2001, and that company subsequently 
became part of the K-Sea Transportation Partnership fleet during K-Sea’s acquisition of Sea 
Coast in 2007. Kirby Offshore Marine then acquired her in 2011 when that company bought 
K-Sea’s assets. The vessel is an ABS Loadline Unrestricted Service certified ocean tug and 
carries 90,000g of diesel to power her twin EMD-12-645E5 main engines providing 

3,900BHP @ 900RPM. She has open 116” x76” 4-blade wheels, which power the 116’ 
length overall x 32.0 beam x 16.5’ depth hull through Falk 3.875:1 gears at a 12 knots 
maximum free running speed. Towing gear consists of a double drum Markey TDSD 32 
winch with 2,400’ x 2” wire capacity per drum and hydraulic tow pins. Tug is fitted with 
an upper pilot house with a 41’ height of eye for pushing barges in the notch. “Sea 
Hawk” was retired from service in January 2019 after returning to Seattle from Alaska, 
and delivered to new Owners during the first week of March 2019. Marcon acted as 
sole broker and has represented Buyers and Sellers in multiple previous transactions.  

 

Manson Construction Co. of Seattle, Washington, a major U.S. marine 
construction company since 1905, sold two of their surplus steel flat deck 
barges, the “Manson 72” (ex-Skipanon, Hull 561) and “Manson 74” (ex-Delta 
Carrier, Caribe Falcon, Cheramie Bros. 105, Hull 1168). Both barges were 
purchased by private West Coast tug and barge operators. The 242.0’ x 60.0’ x 
16.0’ depth x 2.6’ light / 13.0’ loaded draft “Manson 72” was built in 1972 by 

Zidell Marine in Portland, Oregon as a log and 
lumber barge for Sause Bros. Ocean Towing. Barge was built with ½” hull and 
deck, five transverse & two longitudinal bulkheads. The barge carries abt. 4,300 
short tons on a 221’ x 55’ clear, 1,200PSF deck and fitted with 5’ high bin walls 
and a concrete wear deck. The 251.0' loa x 72.0' beam x 16.0' depth x 3.3' light / 
12.7’ loaded draft "Manson 74" was built in 1982 by American Marine Corp. in 
New Orleans, Louisiana and has a capacity for 
abt. 5,000 short tons of cargo on a 1,200PSF 

deck. Two longitudinal and six transverse bulkheads form 21 watertight 
compartments. Both barges are double raked with twin towing skegs aft. While 
originally ABS ocean loadlined, both barge certificates were allowed to lapse as 
not required in the trade. These are the third and fourth deck barges sold during 
the first two months of 2019 by Marcon acting as sole broker.   
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Another fully operational, U.S. flag. ASD tug sale was brokered by Marcon 
International between private buyers & sellers. The twenty-year old, 4,400HP tug 
is powered by twin CAT 3516Bs developing abt. 60 tons of bollard pull. This is the 
second U.S. flag ASD tug sale concluded this year, and the third within the last 
three months. Marcon acted as sole broker in all three of the sales. In 2018, 
Marcon sold 22 tugs totaling 77,280BHP.  
 

A 100.0’ x 40’ x 5’ depth, inland spud barge built by Robishaw 
Engineering of Houston, Texas in 2014 was sold by an East Coast 
construction company to private West Coast buyers. The modular 
barge was constructed of four 40’ x 10’ box, four 10’ x 10’ rake, four 
10’ x 10’ stern, and two 10’ x 20’ ramp interlocking S-50 Flexifloat 
sections pinned together. The crawler crane was not included in the 
sale. Marcon acted as sole broker in the transaction. 

 
A working, fully operational 1997 built, U.S. flag, 70 short ton bollard pull, 4,400BHP 
Azimuth Stern Drive (ASD) ship-handling / escort  tug was sold between private 
buyers and sellers. This is the second 4,400BHP tug that Marcon sold in the past 60 
days and the 13th ASD tug either sold or chartered worldwide by Marcon International 
in the last ten years. Marcon acted as the sole broker in the transaction. 
 

As the second sale of the year, Marcon International is pleased to 
report the sale of the 7,502dwt, U.S. flag, ocean deck barge “Seatac 
286” (ex-Coquille, ex-Pacific Bear, ex-Foss 286-1) from Seatac 
Marine Services LLC of Seattle, Washington to Lehigh Hanson 
Materials Ltd. of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. The 286.0' x 
76.0' x 18.0' depth x 14.3' / 3.5’ 
loaded / light draft barge was 
noted as a relatively fast towing 
unit with its 32.7’ long bow and 

stern rakes. The barge was fitted with twin towing skegs aft and one longitudinal 
and eight transverse bulkheads forming 18 watertight compartments. The 

2,000PSF, ¾” plate flat deck was fitted 
with “D” rings and lashing gear and 
surrounded by 20’ high stanchions and 
steel plate bulwarks. “Seatac 286” was 
originally built by West Gulf Marine Works of Galveston, Texas as their 
Hull 112 in 1977, one of four ABS +A1 Ocean, Unlimited Service sister-
barges for Foss Maritime’s west coast service. Marcon was the sole 
broker in this sale and has brokered multiple transactions for the seller 
over the years. This was the second time Marcon International has sold 
this barge in the last 21 years. 

 
 
In 2018, Marcon concluded a total of 41 sales and tows including five deck and six ocean tank barges, 22 tugs 
totaling 77,280BHP, three AHTSs totaling 15,075BHP, one platform supply vessel, 2 support vessels, one crewboat 
and one general cargo vessel.  
 
Looking back over the past 38 years, Marcon has averaged 40 sales/charters per year. Since our first sale, Marcon 
has brokered total 1,494 vessels and barges sold or chartered and we are looking forward to breaking the 1,500 
mark the first quarter of 2020. A full list is available on request. 
 
 

 


